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Komnzo, a language of Southern New Guinea, shows intricate verbal morphology. With 
respect to alignment, verb lexemes occur in different morphological arrangements (prefix, 
suffix or both), for which I use the term "verb template" as a shorthand. The basic system of 
verb templates is outlined in (1) for the lexeme mig- (or mi-) "hang". 
 
 (1a) ymithgr 
  y-   mi  -thgr 
  3SG.MASC-  hang  -STAT.NONDUAL 
  ‘He hangs.’ 
 (1b) ŋamigwr 
  ŋ-  a- mig  -wr  -∅ 
  MID-  DI- hang  -NONDUAL -2|3SG 
  ‘It hangs itself up.’ or ‘It assumes a hanging position.’ 
 (2c) ymigwr 
  y-   mig  -wr  -∅ 
  3SG.MASC-  hang   -NONDUAL -2|3SG 
  ‘S/He hangs him up.’ 
 
I use the term "template" to refer to the morphological arrangements shown in (1). More 
specifically, I use the labels "prefixing template" for (1a), "middle template" for (1b) and 
"transitive template" for (1c). Note that example (1) shows a split-S system, i.e. the S of a 
stative intransitive verb (1a) is indexed in the same way as the P of a transitive verb (1c), 
while the S of a dynamic intransitive verb (1b) is indexed like the A of a transitive verb (1c).  
 Further complexity is added to the system by the diathetic prefix (DIA) that we saw in 
(1b) already. This prefix can be added to descrease the valency, as in (1b). However, the 
diathetic prefix can also increase valency, as in (2), where a possessor or beneficiary 
argument is introduced. 
 
 (2a) yamithgr 
  y-   a- mi  -thgr 
  3SG.MASC-  DIA hang  -STAT.NONDUAL 
  ‘Something of his / something for him hangs.’ 
 (2b) yamigwr 
  y-   a- mig  -wr  -∅ 
  3SG.MASC-  DIA hang   -NONDUAL -2|3SG 
  ‘S/He hangs up something of his belongings / something for him.’ 
 
While the overall system is rather fluid in the sense that lexemes may occur in different 
templates, it is not free, i.e. there are lexical constraints which play out as straight rules of 
the type "lexeme X occurs only in template Y" as well as statistical preferences of the type 
"lexeme X occurs most of the time in template Y". For example, only around 40 of 350 verb 
lexemes may occur in the prefixing as well as the other templates. All of these lexemes 
express positional or postural semantics, as does "hang" in the examples above. 
 The paper describes the system of verb templates in Komnzo in more detail than is 
outlined here. The main contribution of the paper is to address the question of how lexical 
constraints play out as statistical preferences using corpus data. The evidence comes from 
the Komnzo text corpus which comprises approx. 12hrs of natural speech, approx. 50.000 
word tokens and approx. 12.000 inflected verb forms. 


